


Help Wanted
School Bus Driver
Part-time position.
Please call Camptonville

Elementary School for

details at 288-3277



Thank you, Camptonville!
By Sara Hedrick

Thank you, everyone, for all the support you have given Owen

and me since we lost our home in the fire. All the firefighters

and neighbors who showed up that night were awesome, and

more people than I can name have been there for us since then.

We were so touched by the response to last night’s incredible

fundraiser, and we know how fortunate we are to have grown up

in such an amazing community. Owen and I will never be able to

thank you enough, and we will always be grateful for your

support. Thank you again for being there for us!





The clouds stretch out over the

sky like a bird spreading its

wings. Blue flashes of lightning.

Curling grass and darkening trees.

Grey smoke rolls out of tired

chimneys. Rain falls heavily

on the ground washing away

drought drop by drop. The rain

shoots its arrows of piercing water

at drought while lightning

comes to close combat with

dead grass. Dust and devastation

flee with the threats of the

heavy hail.

Mist rises up against the smoke

as orange and red leaves bury the devastated areas

where drought once ruled. 

Fresh water rushes through the once dry and

cracked streams 

and the streets echo with the war cries 

of drought being defeated. 

Rolling thunder shakes windows 

and announces victory. 

Drought gives in and retreats 

in this epic battle field of drought and fall.

-Dakota Pratschner - 7th Grade







I get shady just like earth‛s clouds,

I get sick just like Middle Ages plague,

I think as fast as some kids run the mile,

I jump as high as the empire state of mind,

I'm as shiny as a polished crystal,

I fly as fast as the blue Angels,

I am unique just like art,

I get right to the point like a decimal,

I'm as strong as Julius Caesar,

I'm as weak as a bone,

But hard just like the San Francisco bridge,

I move a lot like I'm converged,

I'm as rocky as Marin headlands,

I'm gross like the gut book,

But sweet like crushed m&m's,

I'm as clumsy as Alice In Wonderland,

But as careful as an acid test,

I'm as scary as a mask,

And groovy like rock n roll,

I'm as dark as obsidian color,

But filled with light just like the sun.

Life's a coordinate plane and everyone is

plotting their points,

But some points shouldn't be plotted to

everyone.

I'm the only one who can't make sense

the only one who can't do who, what, when, where and why.

The only one that is always in the tea pot,

the only one who is always picking their toe jam.

The only one that is on the spinny-roundy-spin jam.

The only one who hits their head on their toast,

the one that does not make sense.

                                                          

You

are my

diamond that

memorized me

to fall in love with you.

At last I did.

      

Camptonville's Young Poets









June 2 Kindergarden Round-Up (pg 2) June 7 8th Grade Graduation
June 2 Sign Language Class starts (pg 2) June 7 Vote – Election Day
June 2 1,2,3 Grow Graduation (pg 2) June 25 Cherry Festival, NSJ (pg 4)
June 3 Coffee@Center (10,17,24-pg 2) July 9 C'ville Country Faire (pg 4)


